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PLAY_gallery for still and motion pictures in Berlin is proud to present the first comprehensive one-man-

exhibition by the London based video artist Johannes Maier. Maier, who already took part in numerous

international group exhibitions and video festivals, was last year awarded with the first prize of FAIR

PLAY 2003. The jury acknowledged above all his poetic and at the same time self-reflective treatment

of the medium video in his piece "ex.spectators". The FAIR PLAY 2003 award gave the artist the

possibility to work on a variety of projects throughout the year, which will be presented for the first time

in this exhibition.

Apart from the award-winning video installation "ex.spectators", Maier will exhibit two new pieces, which

were developed specifically for this show. Starting point for both works is the realm of television

production and of TV journalism, in particular the mechanisms of control and authorship. Thus, a

documentary by BBC cameraman Darren Conway, who accompanied British soldiers during the last

Iraq war as an 'imbedded' journalist, stands at the centre of the video "Facing". In his film, Conway is

reporting on the situation of his unit and on his own perceptions in the face of war. A year later,

Johannes Maier confronted the journalist with his documentary. The resulting video piece, is the

document of a very close and complex connection between the author and his film, between topicality

and memory, between mediated authenticity and production.

The video "The Editor`s Cut" was filmed and cut in a BBC Newsroom in London. Protagonists are the

picture editor Pete Millest and the correspondent Shaun Ley, both employees of the BBC. In a 'close

circuit' situation, Millest is cutting a film that is being filmed at the same time of the situation, while Ley

supplies a spontaneous and insignificant life commentary. Involuntarily and unforeseen, Johannes

Maier is visibly loosing control over the result of his own video work - up to the point, at which he turns

to be a victim of non-authorized post production.

Beside these new videos, Johannes Maier has in the past year been working on an extensive artist

book, which will also be presented at the exhibition opening. The book that is published by "Fine Arts

Unternehmen Books" in their series "book by" does not only document the artist's past works, but gives

another viewpoint on the self reflective working method that is so distinctive in Maier's work - albeit in

another medium. The book launch will be presented by Edgar Schmitz and Ralf Christofori, who have

accompanied this publishing project both as authors and participants.

For biographic information on the artist, please turn over.
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Johannes Maier

1971 born in Ulm, 1992-98 studies at the Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste in Stuttgart,

1997 BA (Hons) Fine Art, University of Derby (UK), 1999-2000 MA Fine Art, Goldsmiths College, London (UK),

lives and works in London

Selected Exhibitions

2004 "Video Series", John Hansward Gallery, Southampton (UK), 2004 "Take Care", Columbus Art Foundation, Kunsthaus

Hamburg (D); 2003 ”Translator’s Notes”, Cafe Gallery, London (UK); 2003 ”Break in Theatre”, Hara Museum, Tokyo (Japan);

2002/2003 "Critical Home Video", Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth (New Zealand); 2002 ”Sitting Tenants”, London,

Adam and Eve Mews, Lotta Hammer House (UK); 2002 "IFFR", Rotterdam Film Festival (NL); ”mediated.cooperation”

Kunststiftung Baden-Württemberg; 2002 "Critical Video Home", art space, Peterborough, (Canada); 2001 ”Insider Trading“,

Mandeville Hotel, London; 2001 ”Break In Theatre 2” Video Screening Exhibition, Tonchiki House, Yokohama Triennale, (J); 2001

"East International“, Norwich (UK); 2001 ”Critical Video Lounge”, York City Art Gallery, York (UK); 2000 ”Assembly”, Stepney,

London (UK), 2000 ”bereits bereist”, Kunstverein Böblingen; 2000 "New Contemporaries", London, Manchester, Edinburgh (UK);

2000 ”Odysee”, annual exhibition, Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart; 1999 "C4“ Collection Columbus, Ravensburg; „Exit“,

Videofestival, Chisenhale Gallery London (UK); 1998 "neulich“, Galerie alpha-jetzt, Stuttgart, 1997 "dreizunull“ Stadthaus Ulm;

1997 "Site and Sound“, Site Gallery, Sheffield (UK)

Grants / Awards

2003/04 DAAD artist grant; 2003 First Prize, Video Festival ”Fairplay”, Play_gallery for still and motion pictures, Berlin; 2002 Prize

of the Kunstverein Neu-Ulm; 2001 Kunststiftung Baden-Württemberg; 1999/2000 DAAD artist grant, visit to London; 1998

Travelling grant Kunstakademie Stuttgart; 1997 Support through VBKW Ulm; 1997 Academy Prize of the Kunstakademie

Stuttgart; 1996 Award of the city of Ulm


